
Advanced Controls System

WATER REUSE SYSTEMS
HARNESSING THE POWER OF WATER RECLAMATION

Advanced Treatment Skids
Our treatment skids are meticulously engineered and  

constructed to meet your project’s specific requirements.  

They are skid-mounted, pre-wired, pre-piped, and include all 

necessary components. 

We understand that each project is unique, which is why our  

water filtration and disinfection techniques can be tailored to 

your specific needs. Our experts will work closely with you to 

develop a customized system that meets your requirements. 

We include system options such as cisterns, booster pumps, 

water quality sensors, and control system upgrades.

Aquanomix systems come equipped with an advanced  

controls system that provides real-time monitoring,  

diagnostics, and trending. With a programmable touchscreen 

interface and remote access capabilities, you can easily manage 

and monitor the system’s performance from anywhere via  

an internet connection. Integration with existing building  

management systems uses industry standard protocols,  

ensuring efficient operation and easy oversight.

Aquanomix Water Reuse Systems are engineered to revolutionize the way we utilize  
water. Our state-of-the-art treatment skids are designed to filter and disinfect various 
water sources, including harvested rainwater, greywater, foundation, storm, and process 
water, for reuse in a variety of applications.



CONTACT US TODAY 
 TO DISCOVER HOW AQUANOMIX CAN HELP YOU TRANSFORM WATER REUSE  

INTO A SUSTAINABLE REALITY.

AQUANOMIX.COM
MARKETING@AQUANOMIX.COM

(704) 402-4373

Proven Results

Join the Water  
Reuse Revolution

Our water reclamation and reuse systems have a track  

record of success. They are capable of processing water for 

non-potable applications such as cooling towers, toilets, and 

irrigation. By utilizing environmentally-sensitive technologies, 

including ultraviolet water disinfection and filtration, we ensure 

the delivery of water that meets the required quality standards 

for each specific application.

Partner with Aquanomix and be at the forefront of sustainable 

water management. Our innovative solutions will help you 

reduce reliance on traditional water sources and contribute to a 

greener future. With our water reclamation systems, you can 
maximize the efficiency of your water usage while reducing 
costs and environmental impact.

Explore our success stories  

and product brochure for more 

information, and join the ranks of 

successful companies like Zoetis, 

Marriott, and Smithonian who have  

already embraced the Aquanomix 

Water Reuse Systems.


